
   

Item # 3-28 

(3 to a set) 

These new magnetic support blocks can 
be attached to any standard square to 
form your own burning guide. Also use 
them to hold your square for various 
jobs. 
Attach to any straight edge up to 1/8" 
thick to form your own burning guide. 
 

Cast-in magnets hold the flange aligner base in 
either  a flat or vertical position. (Square not 
included.)

$50.02 PER 
SET 

34-IN. OVERALL LENGTH
 0721-0026 $53.25 EA  

(each is in two sections) 

48-IN. OVERALL LENGTH
 0721-0027  $63.09 EA 

72-IN. OVERALL LENGTH
 0721-0028  $80.35 EA 

ATTACHMENTS FOR PRO-MAG
BURNING SQUARE & 
MAGNETIC 
BURNING GUIDE 

MAGNETIC
BURNING 
GUIDE 

Designed for use with a burning torch 
or as a straight edge, the Burning 
Guide is cast of strong, durable 
material to withstand heat and 
spatter. The tool's base has three 
30-pound pull cast-in magnets for 
use in any position. A 24-in. blade on 
a raised plane is standard. 

Magnetic Blocks 

$95.07 EA 

0721-0020

$105.42 EA 

PRO-MAG 
BURNING SQUARE 
The Curv-O-Mark® Pro-Mag Burning 
Square is a precise tool used in 
structural thermal cutting and layout. 
The tool base is a perfect square 
containing powerful cast-in magnets. 
This permits placement in any position. 
The tool surface is embossed with a 
protractor inscribed with two 90-degree 
quadrants graduated in 1-degree 
increments. The top of the tool carries 
an 18-in. ruler blade divided in 1/8-in. 
increments. The ruler can be locked in 
place at the desired angle setting by 
hand tightening of the adjustment knob. 
The ruler blade is on a raised plane. 
This permits its use as a straight edge 
when flame cutting, without distortion or 
marring. The blade will also accept 
attachments or extensions that allow an 
overall length up to 72 in. The Burning 
Square is made of cast aluminum. 

Angles can be easily 
locked in place by hand 
tightening the adjustment 
knob. 

place by hand tightening the 
adjustment knob. 
The ruler blade is on a raised 
plane, which makes it ideal 
for use as a straightedge 
when flame cutting, without 
distortion or marring. 

FLANGE ALIGNER BASE 

0721-0029

MAGNETIC BURNING GUIDE 
0721-0025 $67.39 EA 

LAYOUT TOOLS and MARKERS   CONT- 
INUED 

CONT- 
INUED LAYOUT TOOLS & MARKERS –

PRO-MAG BURNING
SQUARE 
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